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Editorial
In this issue of the Edinburgh Geologist we have plenty of variety, including
three articles on Scottish geology and four reports from visits abroad by
Scottish geologists, thus demonstrating again the scientific wealth of our
country and the many international connections of the Society. This was
particularly exemplified last August by the international exhibition of
geological maps of the world in which no less than fifty countries were
represented. During the Edinburgh Science Festival in April this exhbition will
be repeated and we hope that you will visit it if you were unable to see it last
summer.
This was also the 200th anniversary of James Hutton's visit to Siccar Point,
celebrated by the Society with a special excursion and marked here by our
cover picture.
Once again we have an editorial change because Margaret Ford has had to
relinquish this job, but Council has appointed Clive Auton (of BGS,
Murchison House) as editor and he will be pleased to receive contributions for
future issues of the magazine. The next issue will incorporate the Proceedings
of the Society for the 154th (1987-88) session. It is Council's intention from now
on to have two issues of the Edinburgh Geologist each year, one of which will
include the Proceedings, hitherto published separately. We hope that members
will appreciate a more regular appearance which however will only be possible
if there is an equally regular supply of copy.
Geology is becoming more and more specialized, particularly in new
methods and techniques. While these, and fresh interpretations, are essential
to the progress of the science, this must always be based on observed facts; and
geology is perhaps unique among the sciences in the continuing validity of
earlier factual observations, even though the interpretation of these may
change. We have an example in our first article where Euan Clarkson and
Cecilia Taylor were able to find the trilobites they were seeking from a seventy
year old description, but their subsequent work on these splendid specimens is
going far beyond that of the earlier palaeontologists in elucidating trilobite
anatomy and physiology.
There remains ample scope for inexpensive and non-specialist work,
particularly in recording exposures which may not be permanent. The pages of
this journal are open for this sort of record, which older readers will remember
was a feature of the Society's Transactions and for which there has been no
obvious vehicle of publication since these were discontinued.
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The final item in this issue demonstrates that earth-bound geologists can
also rise to the sublime art of poetry, though these stanzas are perhaps not quite
sublime enough to feature in a future anthology of Scottish verse. But articles
of all kinds, both sober and light-hearted, are wanted, and your editors look
forward to the continuing development of the Edinburgh Geologist.
David Land
Margaret Ford
January 1989
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A STREAM OF TRILOBITES
Euan Clarkson & Cecilia Taylor
Grant Institute of Geology, Edinburgh
The southernmost province of Sweden, Skane, is well known for its Lower
Palaeozoic rocks, and in particular for the alum shales of Middle and Upper
Cambrian age in which well preserved trilobites occur in countless numbers.
Our special interest is in the Upper Cambrian olenid trilobites, and we went to
Sweden to collect research material from limestone concretions in the shales, in
the company of our colleague Per Ahlberg from the University of Lund. The
best specimens come from the old quarries of Andrarum, and we have been
highly successful in collecting material from the lower and middle parts of the
succession. The uppermost part, however, the Acerocare zone, is not exposed
at Andrarum, and all the known material was reported to have come from near
a village named Sodra Sandby lying to the east of Lund.
It is an attractive country of fields and woods, a rich and fertile land with
many windmills. Through it runs the little Sularp river, along the shallow
Fagelsang valley. Long ago this had been classic fossil territory where quarries
were worked in the Cambrian to Silurian limestones all along the valley. The
rich faunas have been monographed by the old Swedish palaeontologists and in
particular by Johan Moberg, whose field guide of 1910 noted localities in the
Acerocare zone in the Upper Cambrian alum shales.
Per Ahlberg had kindly offered to take us, but, as he told us, the old
quarries had long since been abandoned and indeed are no longer evident.
Today the valley is a popular place with the people of Skane for picnicking and
recreation. A charming rustic gateway emblazoned with the sign "Fagelsang
Park" attracts families, young and old, local folk and visitors, to the inviting
paths among the trees and along the river side. Inde~d one seems to meet
everyone there - with the exception of geologists!
This is even more true in the further reaches of the stream where it has
become no more than an overgrown dividing line between the farmers' fertile
fields and the long gardens of the sleepy houses on the edge of the village of
Sodra Sandby. At least Per offered to show visitors from Scotland an old
building where until 1920 spirit was distilled - he hesitated to call it whisky!
Across the field an old windmill, beautifully restored, was a fine subject for our
cameras, the sultry heat that day adding to its appeal. We tried to tum Per's
attention back to geology, and to the exposures described by Moberg.
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Although a stretch of the stream had been diverted since Moberg's map was
made, we could still establish the general direction of his exposures with
reference to the windmill.
"Wouldn't it be possible to see if there are any rocks still exposed"?
Per looked dubiously at the impenetrable expanse of nettles between us
and the river. We tried bravely to fight our way through, but soon admitted
defeat. Then an alternative strategy suggested itself - to go down to the
riverside by a path we had noticed in the vicinity of the distillery and then to
wade upstream. So off came our shoes and socks. (We had been assured that
field work in Skane does not necessitate the kind of field gear considered
normal in Scotland!) The stream was shallow, running over sand and flat
stones, and the water cold but a relief to our insect-bitten ankles. We must have
seemed a curious procession. Per strode ahead, clutching his beautifully bound
monograph of the trilobites, which as we splashed our way upstream seemed
fated never to return unsodden to the library shelves. Fallen tree-trunks
impeded our passage, and we had to climb over them. Through the increasingly
dense trees on either side occasional shafts of sunlight gleamed, buzzing with
insects. Some distance upstream on the opposite bank to the nettle field we
could dimly make out a low cliff. Surely this was exposed rock! Clambering
over the last fallen tree, and circumnavigating a huge empty oil drum, we
reached the bank.
The few feet of shale were black, as at Andrarum, and at one point seemed
to be much more dense and calcareous. The first hammer-blow broke off a flat
slab of rock. The surface was covered with trilobites. We showed them to the
incredulous Per. "Acerocare"! he exclaimed. All doubts vanished. Per
vigorously attacked the rock face with his hammer and chisel. Block after block
came out, and even in the dim light we could see that many contained complete
and perfect specimens of Acerocare. An hour later we had amassed all the
specimens that we needed. Laden, as we now were, with rock material we had
no wish to attemp the return obstacle course down the river. The only
alternative route was up the bank. It was quite a struggle to ascend, but we
pulled ourselves up by the branches of the trees and eventually emerged at the
bottom of somebody's garden. A family was sitting round their picnic table a
short distance away from us. The sudden appearance of three muddy
marauders armed with hammers did not seem greatly to perturb these present
day vikings - they smiled and waved at us pleasantly. We must have been the
first geologists there for years.
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WARDlE SHORE SSSI
David Norman
Nature Conservancy Council, Peterborough
The fossil bearing oil shales of Wardie Shore (between Granton and Newhaven
Harbours) have been known since early in the nineteenth century, when Lord
Greenock collected specimens which were later described and figured by Louis
Agassiz in 1833-1844. The rocks here date back to Mid-Visean times in the
Lower Carboniferous, with an age of approximately 345 million years.
Following on from the work of Agassiz, further prospecting for fossil fish
was done by such Scottish geological notables as Hugh Miller and Ramsey
Traquair. This allowed Traquair to publish an appreciable faunal list for the site
(Traquair 1903) and describe some of the fish in detail. After the work of
Traquair, no further collecting of fossil material was undertaken until the early
to mid 1970's (Wood 1975). This work resulted in the recovery of a large fish
fauna comprising many hundred specimens, and has provoked a great deal
more interest in this locality. To date, the site has yielded 11 actinopterygian
fish (ray-finned bony fish), 1 acanthodian (often called 'spiny sharks' - which is
confusing because they are not sharks at all, but very primitive types of jawed
fish which look a little like sharks at first sight), 4 sharks (two quite new to
science, and one yet to be named), 2 crossopterygians (early lobe-finned fish),
and 1 lungfish (yet to be named).
In addition to the very healthy fish population, an isolated skeleton of one
of the earliest amphibians from Scotland (Lethiscus stocki) was discovered
here in the 19th Century. It was first recognised by Thomas Stock in 1882, but
was not properly described until the work of Carl Wellstead exactly one century
later. This amphibian is something of a curiosity because although it is indeed
one of the earliest amphibians it also happens to be a member of a group known
as aistopods, which are characterised by having no legs! It is indeed so different
from other aistopods known elsewhere in the world that it has been placed in a
family all of its own, the Lethiscidae.
As a result of the recent work of Stanley Wood in 'rediscovering' the site,
John Dick on the fossil sharks and Carl Well stead on the enigmatic Lethiscus,
as well as the earlier work of Traquair, this site is of national· as well as
international importance to geological scientists.
Less well known, but equally important at this site, is the fact that an
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abundant and diverse fossil flora can also be found. The shales at Wardie
contain extremely finely preserved compression fossils of about 20 plant
species including seed ferns and giant lycopods; these compare very closely
with others found in similarly aged strata right across Europe and North
America. This particular site has been judged to be the best site remaining of
several that once existed in the Lothians, and is of vital research importance to
understanding the evolution of plant communities at this time in Earth history.
As a result of this pressing scientific interest at this site, it has been
declared a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) by the Nature Conservancy
Council, and has not one, but two sets of documents attached to it: one for the
fossil fish and amphibians, and the other for the fossil plants.
The new development plans put forward by Edinburgh Maritime form a
significant threat to this site, since the development, as proposed, is seen to
totally cover the joint SSSI. The NCC has objected to the first draft plan put
forward by Edinburgh Maritime, and is currently in negotiation in order to
attempt to safeguard this internationally important site.
References
TRAQUAIR, R.H. 1903. On the distribution of fossil fish remains in the

Carboniferous rocks of the Edinburgh district. Transactions of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh, vol. 40, p. 687-707.

WOOD, S.P. 1975. Recent discoveries of Carboniferous fishes in Edinburgh.
Scottish Journal of Geology, vol. 11, p. 251-258.
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Ophiolites and the Ballantrae Complex: 1
Phil Stone
British Geological Survey, Edinburgh
There was a time, not that long ago, when the interpretation of previously
enigmatic assemblages of basic and ultrabasic igneous rock suddenly seemed
very straightforward. The pre-plate tectonic "Steinmann Trinity"
(serpentinite, pillow lavas and chert) was transformed into the post-revolution
ophiolite complex, a vestige of oceanic upper mantle and lower crust. Although
all of the components are only rarely present, an ophiolite complex ideally
shows a "pseudostratigraphy" of an upward sequence from serpentinised and
tectonised ultramafic rock through layered ultramafics, layered and
homogeneous gabbros into a remarkable unit of sheeted dykes, kilometrescale sections of 1000/0 intrusive dykes indicative of considerable crustal
extension. Above the dykes are pillowed and massive lava flows often capped
by oceanic sediments. Some such assemblages, for example the enormous Bay
of Islands ophiolite in Newfoundland, retain their oceanic status but a
combination of geochemical and sedimentological considerations has cast
doubt on the simple oceanic affinities of many ophiolites. Even such classical
"type exposures" as the Troodos Mountains of Cyprus and the Semail Nappe of
Oman are increasingly being regarded as "supra-subduction zone" (SSZ)
ophiolites formed, not at a mid-ocean ridge, but by limited spreading above an
intraoceanic subduction zone in the earliest, incipient stage of island arc
development.
The attractions of contemplating such problems in the eastern
Mediterranean are obvious but the arguments can be equally well rehearsed in
terms of Scottish geology by focussing on the Ballantrae Complex. This is a
structurally complicated "ophiolite" assemblage, mainly of lavas with breccias
(the Balcreuchan Group) and serpentinised ultrabasic rock, which crops out
over approximately 75 km 2 on the coast of south Ayrshire (Fig 1). An Arenig
age for the Complex has been established from both biostratigraphy and
radiometric dating (Stone and Rushton, 1983; Thirlwall and Bluck, 1984).
Following proposals that basalts originating in island arcs, mid-ocean
ridges or within plate (ocean islands) locations can be distinguished by the
ratios of various element abundances (Fig 2; e.g. Pearce and Cann, 1973)
Wilkinson and Cann (1974) calculated titanium-zirconium-yttrium-niobium
(Ti-Zr-Y -Nb) ratios for the Balcreuchan Group lavas and described them as a
composite of island arc and within-plate volcanics with some possible mid7

ocean ridge (MORB) types. By contrast, Lewis and Bloxam (1977) found the
rare earth element data to be consistent but equivocal between MORB and
island arc tholeiites except in the Bennane Head area (Fig 1) where withinplate characteristics were reported. A mixed assemblage derived from MORB
and within-plate (ocean-island) basalts was preferred by Jones (1977). More
recently Thirlwall and Bluck (1984) considered that the major and trace
element (including rare earth elements) data both broadly supported the
composite island arc and within-plate (ocean island) conclusions of Wilkinson
and Cann. The problem can be illustrated by a consideration of British
Geological Survey geochemical data for two parts of the Balcreuchan Group;
those exposed along the coast between Bennane Head and Games Loup, and
inland between Carleton and Currarie (Fig 1).
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2. Trace element ratios for Balcreuchan Group lavas from the Bennane Head, Games Loup and CarletonCurrarie areas, (the last includes some data from Jones, 1977):
a) Ti-Zr-Y, (fields from Pearce and Cann, 1973).
b) Cr-Y , (fields from Pearce, 1980).

In the first mentioned, coastal area the Ti-Zr-Y ratios (Fig 2A) divide the
lavas into two distinct groups. Specimens from Bennane Head have the
characteristics generally assigned to within-plate (ocean island) eruptives
whereas those from the Games Loup end of the section are equivocal between
MORB and island arc tholeiites. On the ground the dividing line between the
two types is a major N-S fault zone in the vicinity of Balcreuchan Port (Fig 1)
across which there are also marked differences in lithostratigraphy.
Within the Games Loup sequence of supposed island arc basalts, wellpillowed lavas are dominant, generally fine-grained but locally containing
small clinopyroxene phenocyrsts and/or pseudomorphs after olivine.
Autoclastic brecciation of the pillows is not uncommon but interpillow or
interbedded sedimentary rock is only rarely present. By contrast, to the west of
the fault the supposed within plate, ocean island sequence consists of both
piHowed and massive aphyric basalt and well-pillowed coarsely feldsparphyric
basalt. These lavas alternate with thick units of water-lain basalt breccia,
conglomerate, sandstone, shale and chert with the breccia becoming dominant
towards the top of the sequence.
This introduces another factor at odds with a conventional ophiolitic
interpretation of the Balcreuchan Group, i.e. the widespread evidence for
shallow-water sedimentation and eruption. Well-rounded pebbles are present
in breccio-conglomerates at Bennane Head but the most compelling
illustrations come from the Pinbain Hill sequence in the north of the Complex
(Fig 1). There, in associaton with lavas geochemically identical to those at
Bennane Head, Bluck (1982) has described a prograding hyalotuff delta, whilst
in the same area Smellie (1984) has recognised accretionary lapilli and highly
vesiculated pumice in reworked ash-fall deposits; both are strongly indicative
of a shallow-water environment.
No marked lithological contrasts can be defined within the inland,
Carleton-Currarie, section although a geochemical range in terms of Ti-Zr-Y is
again apparent (Fig 2A). Some within-plate basalts may be present with
another group, as in the coastal section, equivocal between MORB and arc
tholeiites. For both of these lava units the presence or absence of a subduction
(island arc) component, and hence their assignation to either arc or MORB
environments, can be determined by a further discriminant plot such as
chromium-yttrium (Cr-Y) (Pearce, 1980) which, when applied to the
Ballantrae examples in Fig 2B, shows a clear distinction between the Games
Loup and the Carleton-Currarie lavas. The former are confirmed as likely
island arc tholeiites, whereas the latter appear to be more akin to MORB.
However, a problem for a MORB interpretation of the Carleton-Currarie
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sequence is posed by the large quantities of clastic material seen in a borehole
core recovered from the western end of the outcrop (Stone, 1982). About Q5m
of core contains approximately 750/0 clastic sedimentary rock of which some
15% is conglomerate with clasts, up to 10cm diameter, of basalt, gabbro,
greywacke and chert. Such an assemblage is difficult to reconcile with a midocean depositional environment.
In view of the established contrasts and contradictions within the
Balcreuchan Group the proposals for a polygenetic origin seem well-founded.
Further, the geochemistry and sedimentology are difficult to reconcile with an
origin at a mid-ocean ridge but many aspects are compatible with a suprasubduction zone environment (c.f. Bluck et aI, 1980). This is about as far as the
volcanic rocks of the Ballantrae Complex will take us. However, there remains
the evidence available from the ultramafic rocks and this will be discussed in the
"Edinburgh Geologist" No. 23.
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WHAT ELSE DID HUTTON SEE AT SICCAR POINT?
David Land
Edinburgh
Two hundred years ago James Hutton and his friends John Playfair and James
Hall made their famous visit to Siccar Point. In fine summer weather, it was just
the day for an outing, but this was an outing with a purpose: they were looking
for the junction between the steeply dipping Silurian greywackes and the
overlying, gently dipping Old Red Sandstone. Fruitful geological research
often depends on asking the right questions, then seeking appropriate rock
exposures where clear evidence may be expected. and considering that
evidence with an open and enquiring mind. This is what Hutton and his
colleagues did at Siccar Point.
They were chiefly interested in the contact between the Silurian rocks and
the overlying Old Red Sandstone. This contact is an unconformity, that is to say
the base of the younger rocks cuts across the bedding of the older, showing that
in the time interval between their formation the older rocks were tilted and
eroded. At Siccar Point the rocks and unconformity are spectacularly displayed
in exposures which could hardly be better: in Playfair's words* 'where all the
circumstances were combined that could render the observations satisfactory
and precise' .
Hutton saw and described the unconformity, but what is more important
he recognised its significance, not only in the local relations of the Berwickshire
rocks, but in the fundamental principles of geology. This combined with the
splendidly clear exposures have made Siccar Point a place of international
pilgrimage for geologists to see Hutton's Unconformity for themselves.
However, it is slightly unfortunate that emphasis on the unconformity has
rather overshadowed the other phenomena to be seen at this locality where 'a
great number of other curious and important facts presented themselves'.
Two centuries ago, the rocks we now know as Silurian greywackes were
called 'primary micaceous schistus' and the Upper Old Red Sandstone was
'secondary sandstone strata'. Thus even in those early days of scientific geology
an upward succession was recognised of older rocks succeeded by younger
rocks.
One of Hutton's fundamental contributions to geological thought was the
idea that present day natural operations and processes are the same as those
13

operating in the past, so that study of today's conditions gives the clues to
interpreting the formation and history of the rocks. In observing the
greywackes at Siccar Point, Hutton himself remarks 'we found the most distinct
marks of strata of sand modified by moving water. It is no other than that which
we every day observe upon the sands of our own shore when the sea has ebbed
and left them in a waved figure which cannot be mistaken'. Subsequent
research has shown that the greywackes were originally muddy sands deposited
on the ocean floor from turbidity currents, that is from fluid suspensions of
mud, silt, sand and pebbles which, being denser than clear ocean water, flowed
down the continental slope along the sea bed until their suspended burden
settled out onto the bottom.
Hutton recognised that the near-vertical greywacke strata were once
horizontal, and that what is now a hard rock was originally sand and mud. This
illustrates another of Hutton's major contributions to geological thought, that
natural processes operating over an immensely long time are sufficient to erode
the land away and create new strata and that this could have happened any
number of times. (How obvious these ideas seem to us today!)
The simplest way to appreciate all that may be seen is to start with the most
recent phenomena and work backward a step at a time. Our list will then be in
stratigraphical order and may be numbered from bottom to top. On a visit to
Siccar Point the following may be seen or directly deduced, with a little help
from conclusions derived elsewhere (noted in brackets):
18 Beach of sand and gravel deposited by waves and
currents.
17 Erosion of rocks by waves and weather.
16 Clays and sands deposited from (a melting ice-sheet
about ten thousand years ago).
15 (Ice sheets covered the area).
14 (Permian to Tertiary rocks may have been deposited; if
so, they have been eroded away entirely).
13 Erosion of the Old Red Sandstone.
12 Earth movements tilted the originally horizontal rocks
to north-north-west.
11 Sandy sediment hardened, by cementation of the
grains, into solid rock.
10 (Carboniferous strata, exposed along the coast to the
west, deposited on the Old Red Sandstone).
9 (Upper) Old Red Sandstone sediment deposited
(about 360 million years ago) as sand and pebbles from
rivers (probably by flash floods in a semi-arid
14

8.
7.
6.

5.
4.

3.
2.
1.

environment) from the NNW, as shown by the
imbrication of the pebbles. These sands, originally
practically horizontal, rest across the eroded, tilted
greywackes unconformably: Hutton's Unconformity.
Erosion of greywackes.
(Deposition and subsequent entire erosion of Lower
Old Red Sandstone sandstones and lavas, which are
exposed at St Abb's Head and elsewhere).
Greywackes and interbedded shales strongly
deformed and folded (about 400 million years ago) so
that here the strata are nearly vertical, striking ENEWSW and becoming younger to NNW, as may be seen
from graded bedding, cross bedding and bottom-ofbed structures such as flute casts.
Sediments hardened into solid rocks by compaction
and cementation of the grains.
Sands and muds, which later formed the greywackes
and shales, deposited (from turbidity currents) as
horizontal sediments on the sea floor (about 440
million years ago).
Sands and muds which formed the greywackes were
derived from the erosion of pre-existing rocks.
These rocks, no. 3, were themselves largely originally
sediments deposited in water.
These sediments, no. 2, were derived from yet earlier
sediments, lavas or granites.

So here we can also follow Hutton as, in Playfair's words 'we listened with
earnestness and admiration to the philosopher who was now unfolding to us the
order and series of these wonderful events' and 'We felt ourselves necessarily
carried back to the time when the schistus on which we stood was yet at the
bottom of the sea, and when the sandstone before us was only beginning to be
deposited in the shape of sand or mud, from the waters of a superincumbent
ocean [actually, it is now known, from rivers]. An epoch a still more remote
presented itself, when even the most ancient of these rocks instead of standing
upright in vertical beds, lay in horizontal planes at the bottom of the sea, and
was not yet disturbed by that immeasurable force which has burst asunder the
solid pavement of the globe. Revolutions still more remote appeared in the
distance of this extraordinary perspective'.
And we too, when we visit this beautiful and exciting locality, may also be
'truly fortunate in the course we had pursued in this excursion' and return home
'having collected, in one day, more ample materials for future speculation,
than have sometimes resulted from years of diligent and laborious research' .
IS

* Quotations are from J. PLAYFAIR, 1905, Biographical account of the late Dr
J ames Hutton. Transactions of the Royal Society ofEdinburgh, vol. 5, p.
39-99; and from J HUTTON, 1795, Theory of the Earth, (William Creech,
Edinburgh). Both are quoted at length in the Society's excursion guide:
A.D. McADAM and E.N.K. CLARKSON, 1986, Lothian Geology - an
excursion guide, (Scottish Academic Press), p. 147-151.
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GEOLOGY OF THE ISLAND OF KELIFOS, NORTH-EAST
GREECE
AndrewBeU

Cambridge University
The geology of northern Greece is dominated by the presence of distinct
structural terranes, known here as zones, which are separated by NNWtrending faults which often show considerable strike-slip movement and/or
thrusting. It is believed that these terranes were juxtaposed as a result of the
subduction of the Palaeozoic Tethys Ocean during the Mesozoic and early
Tertiary.
In the north-east of Greece in the Chalkidiki peninsula fragments of
oceanic crust have been preserved between two of the zones, the Vardar and
the Serbo-Macedonian zones. These ophiolites are lower Jurassic in age and
show Kimmeridgian emplacement ages.
On the uninhabited island of Kelifos, which lies 6 km south- west of the
port of Neos Marmaras, there are sediments and volcanics oflower Cretaceous
age. The location of the island is shown on map 1. Under the guidance of Dr
John Dixon, my two colleagues, Simon Dunn and James Napier, and I studied
the island's geology as part of an expedition from the Grant Institute in 1987.
The aim was to describe the rocks and deduce the tectonic setting of their
creation so as to explain the anomolously young age of this ophiolite fragment.
Description of Lithologies.
The volcanics on the island are pillow lavas with associated hyaloclastites. The
pillows have been altered to spilite and often contain radially arranged
amygdales of calcite. Sediment interstitial to these pillows is fine-grained lime
mud with minor amounts of fine-grained hyaloclastite. At locality A on map 2
pillows can be seen which have cracked and filled with lime mud.
The hyaloclastites almost exclusively consist of pillow breccias with the
clast size generally in excess of 5 cm. None of these breccias show any sign of
reworking and in some cases the original pillow shape can still be seen. In these
examples the pillows appear to have undergone auto-brecciation at the time of
formation.
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Due to the intense faulting on the island, normal contacts between
volcanics and sediments are very rare. Only two such contacts are unequivocal.
The best exposed is at location A on map 2 and the schematic stratigraphic log
shows the sequence of sediments overlying the pillow lavas. Directly above the
pillows there is a thin copper-rich bed of black shale which in turn is overlain by
interbedded limestones and black shales. These shales exhibit good examples
of slump folds and dewatering structures. The black shales and limestones
grade conformably into a sequence of calciturbidites and dolomitic shales
which are overlain by a limestone breccia which contains clasts of reefal
material. At the other volcanic-sedimentary contact at point C a limestone
breccia is seen to overlie pillow breccia in the core of an anticline.
MAP 1
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The longest conformable sequence on the island is shown on log B. At the
base there is a reefal limestone containing a rich and diverse biota. Overlying
this is a limestone breccia containing a few volcanic clasts but mainly composed
of clasts of reefal limestone which can reach several metres in size. Above this is
an extensive series of calcturbidites and shales with occasional beds of
limestone breccia. This sequence is then cut by a series of faults which repeat
many of the units and introduce the pillow breccia seen at location C.
The south of the island is composed of a massive unit of melange which
contains blocks up to tens of metres in size of all the lithologies seen on the
island. Large blocks of calciturbites as well as pillow lavas are found within the
jumbled mass. It is possible that this melange is a proximal equivalent of the
limestone breccias seen in the north of the island.

Structure
The degree of deformation of the rocks on KeHfos varies greatly. The reefal
limestone shows very little deformation or alteration apart from minor
dolomitisation. The calciturbidites, however have been strongly deformed and
folded. The folds verge to the NE and their strike is approximately ENE. There
are some slump folds especially at locality A but the majority of the folds are of
tectonic origin. The rocks have been deformed under brittle conditions with
tension gashes and fractures common at the hinges of minor folds.
Faulting is extensive on the island with many sets of parallel faults. Many
of the major faults are parallel to the folds and close to vertical, but there is
another set of vertical faults at 90° to the first. There are also many small thrust
faults which repeat the stratigraphic sequence making logging difficult.

Discussion
Volcanics and sediments preserved on KeHfos contrast markedly with the more
typical Chalkidiki ophiolites of the mainland which are more complete, often
with preserved sheeted dyke, plutonic and uItrabasic members. At Porto
Koufo 25 km south of Neos Marmaras, on the mainland, volcanics and
sediments were studied and compared with those of KeIifos. The volcanics are
significantly different to those on KeHfos in that the proportion of
hyaloclastites to pillows is much greater at Porto Koufo and the alteration much
less. The pillows themselves seem to be much less vesicular with very few
amygdales. But the most marked difference is in the nature of the interstitial
sediments: at Porto Koufo there is relatively little interstitial sediment and this
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is mainly hyaloclastite with minor amounts of chert. It seems clear that
sedimentation rates 'Yere high when the pillows on Kelifos were extruded.
Although difficult to prove it seems likely that the volcanics on Kelifos are
of similar age to the sediments. Given that this is the case then we propose two
possible models which explain the anomolous age of Kelifos.
The first model is that above oceanic crust of lower Jurassic age a
seamount built up at a much later date before being emplaced. Hence the lavas
at Kelifos would have much younger ages than those on the mainland of the
Chalkidiki. The seamount could also explain the association of lavas with reefal
limestones and breccias. The problem with this idea is that the emplacement
age for the main ophiolites does not seem to match those of Kelifos.
A second model is that after the main ophiolites were emplaced local
extension occurred, perhaps forming a pull-apart basin where submarine lavas
later erupted. This is an attractive idea as it can account for the volcanics, the
sediments and the anomolously young age of Kelifos. If this model is correct
then Kelifos does not necessarily represent an ophilite as this situation can
occur without true oceanic crust being formed.
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THE 11th INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
OF CARBONIFEROUS STRATIGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY
Beijing, People's Republic of China
Mike Browne
British Geological Survey, Edinburgh
The Congress was held from 23 August to 12 September 1987 and attended by
420 geologists, half of them from the host nation. The largest of 31 foreign
delegations were from the USA (52), West Germany (28), Japan (16), Canada
(12), England (sic) (10) and Poland (9).
The format of the Congress followed that of previous meetings,
presentations being given (in English) in 11 symposia and 9 sections. There
were numerous sub-commission workshops on Devonian, Carboniferous and
Permian stratigraphy and boundary strato-types.
The opening ceremony was held in the prestigious Great Hall of the
People in the Tian an men Square in central Beijing, the first scientific congress
to be so honoured. Addresses were given by Kang Shien (State Councillor of
the State Council), Zhu Xan (Minister of Geology and Mineral Resources),
Wang Tao (Minister of Petroleum Industry) and Chen Dun (Vice-Minister of
Coal Industry). What a contrast to the way in which Geology is represented at
national level in Britain. Apparently it was the largest earth science conference
ever held in China and the opening day's proceedings were featured on TV and
in the national papers. Bill Ramsbottom, formerly of BGS Leeds, and an
organiser of the meeting, was quoted on the front page of 'China Daily'.

It was disappointing for those who could not attend one of the long field
excursions that the Congress did not include a day trip to see the local geology.
Vicarious geological pleasures were possible. The Great Hall may be a massive
drab 'Russian' style building but the marble columns were constructed out of
exquisite algal-stromatolite limestone of Precambrian age. Precambrian rocks
(of the North China craton) are extensively exposed in the hills north and west
of Beijing.
All the working sessions were held in the Beijing Science Hall which is
sited in the extensive gardens of the Youyi (Friendship) Hotel where all foreign
delegates were staying. The lowlights of the meeting can easily be summarised.
For each talk, it appeared to be a requirement to distract the speaker twice,
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firstly to pour out a cup of jasmine tea from the ever-present flask and secondly
to take a flash photograph. In the first plenary session, one of China's m9st
senior scientific dignitaries was interrupted in full flow by staff noisily carrying
crates of opened bottles of coca-cola through the auditorium for the interval 45
minutes later. This was a flat experience! In a rather less well-attended
symposium, the session was twice interrupted by a telephone ringing in the
auditorium. On the first occasion, the American speaker demanded that the
phone be silenced because the call was not for him. The second occasion was
outrageous and straight out of Basil's Fawlty Towers. The floor manager
answered the phone and as she became more angry with the unfortunate caller
her voice became louder. Appeals for peace and clemency from Ms
Chairperson were eventually heard. However silence didn't follow, there was a
further outburst on the phone before the receiver was replaced. The manager
then stormed from the room through the door next to the speaker and slammed
it. Such were the lowlights of this friendly congress.
There were organised tourist trips. On the Sunday, delegates visited the
Gugong (Forbidden City Palace Museum) and the Tiantan (Temple of Heaven
Park). In the Gugong, the superbly decorated wood and ceramic tiled buildings
were much admired (ten year painting cycle) with such titles as the Halls of
Supreme, Complete or Preserving Harmony and the Palace of Peaceful Old
Age (presumably home for many contemporary BGS geologists). On the north
side of the Hall of Preserving Harmony is a marble ramp (part of a large
staircase) carved from one block of white, orthocone-bearing Ordovician
limestone. The block weighs 250 tons with dimensions of 17 m x 3 m x 1.7 m and
is exquisitely carved. The stone was quarried in Fangshan County 50 km SWof
Beijing. It was moved to the Forbidden City by sliding it over an artificially
manufactured ice track in winter, and to obtain the water wells were sunk every
500 metres. Perhaps the Ming emperors invented curling after all.
Small parties also went to the Yiheyuan (Summer Palace) beside Lake
Kunming in a northwestern suburb of Beijing. So much over-restored beauty
includes the Long Corridor (728 metres), Glazed-tile Pagoda, Temple of
Buddhist Virtue, 17 Arch Bridge and the Marble Boat. This Park is a must for
any tourist.
On the Wednesday, delegates took part in an excursion to the Ming Tombs
at Shisanling (Thirteen Tombs) and the Great Wall at the fortress and pass of
Badaling (Pass of the Tombs). More vicarious geological pleasures, miles of
flat ground composed of river alluvium and loess. The scenery in this part of the
journey consisted of fields of maize and vegetables intermingled with heavily
industrialised satellite towns of Beijing. During the journey to Shisanling (50
km north-west of Beijing) the party passed one piggery but otherwise no
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animals were seen (no wonder there is no milk in Beijing). The delegates
visited the only excavated tomb at Shisanling called Ding Ling. Under the Soul
Tower are three connected underground burial chambers which according to
the literature were built of porphyry. There was nothing igneous about this
particular porphyry. In the darkness the stone appeared to be a conglomerate
composed of thin, tabular-shaped limestone rip-up clasts several inches long.
Some of the blocks showed herring-bone cross-bedding. One view was that
these were tempestites (marine storm deposits).
Shisanling is situated in a mountain amphitheatre, open to Beijing to the
south. The site was chosen because the mountains shielded the Sacred Tombs
from the evil in the north (the Mongols). The bedrock appeared to be white
Ordovician limestones. Although most of the visit was spent in glorious hot
sunshine (90°F), at Shisanling industrial smog closed in and the Great Wall at
Badaling was shrouded in a pervasive mist. On the journey between the two
sites, superb contacts between Ordovician sediments and ?Mesozoic granites
were seen. The Great Wall is situated on outcrops of granite from which it is
partially built. Like the Gugong and other historical sites, this section of the
Wall has suffered from being grossly over-restored. The parapet (on the hostile
side) is made of brick and the walkway of a rapidly eroding weak slightly pebbly
cement.
For those readers nurtured on the making of maps of environmental
geology, a brief reference is given to the distribution of made ground (manmade deposits) in Beijing. There are two conspicuous hills within the city
proper, one in the Temple of Heaven Park and the other at the Jingshan Park at
the northern end of the Forbidden City. Both are man-made. The hill in the
Jingshan Park was made from the material excavated to form the moat around
the Imperial City in the 15th century. However Jingshan means Coal Hill and it
is said that the Ming emperors stored their coal stocks here.
In Beijing Municipality, there are no Lower Carboniferous sediments for
the area then formed part of 'North China Land'. On the southern boundary of
the Municipality there is a small outcrop of Upper Carboniferous consisting of
marine limestones, mudstones, thin sandstones and coal seams. The succession
is only 110 to 140 m thick.
The Chinese were excellent hosts, friendly, and placed no obvious
restrictions on touring. If you took your passport to the railway station or the
airport, it was possible to buy a ticket to Urumchi or Xian. The Youyi Hotel
was excellent and a wide variety of food was served here and at other hotels
visited. The menus included sea-cucumber, Peking duck, snake steak (viper
bit?), piranha (Chinese carp-equivalent), sea-weed and baby sparrows (a
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speciality - could you eat the feet?). The cultural performance was optional but
two performers were outstanding, one a shadow dancer, the other a Vera Lynn
of Inner Mongolia. The locals were ecstatic about 'Vera', she was that famous,
and only five feet tall and suitably robust. The fashion show was special! All the
latest in ladies' fashion, the models' last showing before going to Paris and the
western world. Some of the elderly Chinese guests (men) were obliged to sit in
the front row. They obviously disapproved of the whole business for they spent
most of the time not looking at the show. This did not prevent them from being
characteristically polite. They applauded vigorously at appropriate moments.
If you go to Beijing, and can't avoid being in a traffic accident (my taxi was
mangled by a lorry), always have a good map with road names in Chinese and
English. There is nothing like navigating Beijing on foot by the position of the
sun in the sky and on the belief that the white Dagoba on the skyline is in the
Beihai Park just NW of the Forbidden City. In fact there are two of them over 2
km apart. What is a Dagoba? It is a tope or Buddhist Stupa (reliquary). Perhaps
you are in a stupor, this article is long enough.
The 12th meeting of the International Congress will be held in autumn
1991 at Cordoba, Argentina. For the record, British delegates voted for this
opportunity to see the Gondwanaland succession of South America. Also the
Permian System will be included in the title of the Congress for the first time.
FurtberReading
DUTRO Jr., J.T. 1988. Chinese geologists host Xlth ICC. Geotimes, January

1988, pp.8-9.
JIN YUGAN. 1988. Carboniferous Stratigraphy and Geology. Episodes, Vol. 11 ,
No.1, March 1988, pp.51-52.
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BGS MURCHISON HOUSE OPEN DAYS 1988
Andrew McMillan
British Geological Survey, Edinburgh
In the last of the series of 1988 British Geological Survey Open Days, which was
held at its Scottish Headquarters, on 28-30 October, a record 3400 visitors came
to Murchison House over the three days.
Star attractions were on show on all five floors. The marine geologists laid
on a vast range of sampling and seismic survey equipment. Demonstrations of
how oil is formed and of computing (for real and for fun) proved popular.
Enthusiasm amongst the younger visitors was rife. One ten year old, who had
been shown how to plot a map with the minimum of computing knowhow
turned to the lady demonstrator and exclaimed "You wee stoater!" The model
Shipek Grab nearly grabbed more that its demonstrators bargained for!
Fortunately no fingers were lost.
Gold panning for beginners proved a winner as hundreds of children had a
go and found that "all that glitters is not gold". Elsewhere, the "Gold in
Scotland" display was the centre of much attention.
In his own surgery the 'Roc Doc' at times found himself overwhelmed with
favourite specimens brought in for identification, and had to rustle up specialist
colleagues for assistance. A Gem Identification service was also on offer while
visitors waited with baited breath to learn if their diamonds were real. (At times
it was reassuring to hear how tactful our staff can be!).
Fossils, as ever, were great crowd-pullers and the Mammoth tooth and
footprint of Iguanodon impressed young and old on the size of some of our
predecessors. Hydrogeology was explained with the aid of Scottish Spring
Waters, beer and, of course, the genuine 'eau de vie'. Henry Cadell's mountain
building experiments of 100 years ago were re-created both by a working model
and on video, demonstrating rock deformation in three dimensions. Arthur's
Seat, a former volcano, was shown with the aid of a model and stereoscope; and
excursions to nearby Blackford Hill, another of Edinburgh's volcanoes,
provided the real thing. Back indoors, visitors also had the chance to make
their own earthquakes and lightning and find the Magnetic North Pole as part
of the ever-popular Geomagnetic and Seismological displays.
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I. Dan Eva ns demonstrating the model Shipe k Grab .

Ed inb urgh U ni ve rsit y's Grant Institute of G eo logy (our nextdoor
neighbours o n the King's Buildings campus) and the Roya l Muse um of
Scotland also pitched in a nd pro vided po pular displays o f Scottish rocks ,
info rmatio n o n geology courses a nd wo rk of the respecti ve depa rtme nts. The
display e mp has ised the close coo pe '"tio n that exists between the BGS , the
Museum and the Gra nt Institut e and und e rlines the fac t th a t Edin burgh is no w
o ne of the bigges t ce ntres of geo logy in the UK . An info rmat io n room also
provided literature about the Open U ni ve rsit y ea rth sci ences courses and the

Edinburgh G eologica l Socie ty. The latte r mo unted maps fro m its coll ect ion of
G eological Maps o f the Wo rld and visito rs we re shown the use o f CA RTO N ET. a
compute rised map cataloguin g database deve lo ped by the University'S
De partm ent of G eography.
A ll in all the re was some thin g fo r eve rybody, no t least the BGS staff who ,
though exhausted at th e end of da y three , all agree d th at it had bee n a great
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2.

Ma lcolm Brown he lps gold pa nnin g fo r beginne rs.

success. W e were repeatedl y as ked " when are you doing thi s again , we would
like to come back and sec some more" . This is always a good measure of slIccess

and we ho pe to do it a ll again in 1990. In the meantime howeve r geology and the
BG S will be o n sho w in April 1989 as pa rt o f th e first Edinburgh Scie nce
Festival.
F ina ll y thanks to a ll the school childre n and o the rs who came and took par t
in o ur Q ui z. We had a hu ge e ntry and some wo nderful e ffo rts. Two primary
schools fro m Ay rshi re, We llingto n and Castle park had no tab ly high marks.
Everyo ne received a prize but the winne rs, o ut of the hat, we re Ingrid Edie n of
White have n ( Prim a ry schools) , A nna Corry of Linlithgow ( 1st to 3rd Year
Schools) an d Ba rba ra Ri chards of Dal ke ith (4th Year to OA Ps).
I'llotos reproduced by permission of the Director, BOS; NERC coyriglll reserved.
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Review: BuDding Stones of Edinburgh
Judith Lawson
Paisley College of Technology
For a number of years members of the Edinburgh Geological Society have
carried out research on the sandstones of Edinburgh. They have searched the
archives for references to stone and quarries, carried out field work (often
rediscovering old quarries) and also worked in the laboratory, testing the
sandstones collected. The result is this excellent book "Building Stones of
Edinburgh" by Ian Bunyan, John Fairhurst, Alex Mackie and Andrew
McMillan (Edinburgh Geological Society, ISBN 09044 40044; 1987, £3.50 to
Fellows of the Society, £5.25 to others). It should be noted that here 'building
stone' means sandstone which was by far the most important stone used in
Edinburgh over the years. Other stone may be the subject of another volume.
The book can be used in two ways. It is an excellent general summary of
the use of sandstone as a building material; of tests, quarrying methods,
weathering properties and uses etc. which could be applied to other areas of the
country. It is also a specific guide to Edinburgh sandstones with chapters on the
sources of stone with lists of quarries, their geological horizons, maps and
extensive lists of buildings so that it can be used as a guide by someone walking
round the city.
The history of a city is in part the history of its building and this book is full
of fascinating information, in particular about the old quarries. How many
people have strolled along Princes Street gardens without realising that they
are on the site of the once flourishing Bearsford's quarries? Or that the
Meadows were once covered by "the dense oak forest of Drumselch", later
quarried and finally established as a "place where neighbours play golf'. I
wonder how many golf balls were lost in the hazards of the quarry holes which
"spoyled the gouff'. It is also easy to visualise the huge Craigleith quarry with
its hundreds of workers, although the large tree trunks (which were displayed
in the Glasgow Garden Festival) are surely not Araucaria but lycopods.
Later, as Edinburgh expanded, more and more stone was needed. Some
cream sandstone was imported from the west but far more came from the north
of England, while much red sandstone was brought from Dumfriesshire. Most
quarries closed in the early part of the twentieth century and sandstone ceased
to be commonly used. It is pleasing to note that there is renewed interest in
sandstone and that eleven quarries are now working in Scotland.
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This book would have been even better if more photographs could have
been included and see-through paper avoided. Presumably this was to allow the
cost to be kept to its very reasonable level. Perhaps though, some other
economies could have been made instead; 18 pages of test results are given and
also a 2 page summary (minus Hailes!) where an enlarged summary alone
might have been sufficient. The bibliographies might also have been condensed
with no loss of information.
However, these niggles apart, this book is a welcome addition to the
literature of building stones and I can wholeheartedly recommend it to
everyone with an interest in the history and building of Edinburgh as well as
those of geological bent.
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MEGSS
Andrew McMillan
Edinburgh

It was with keen anticipation and with hammers removed from hand baggage
that twelve Fellows of the Edinburgh Geological Society embarked on a flight
to Dubrovnik in October 1987 to attend the 5th Meeting of European
Geological Societies. Edinburgh, it will be remembered, played host to the
fourth meeting in 1985 (a fitting culmination of the Society's 150th anniversary
celebrations) and for the participants of that meeting, Dubrovnik was to
provide an opportunity to renew aquaintances and make new friends. The fifth
meeting, held from 6th to 9th October 1987 under the auspices of the European
Centre for Peace and Development and the Union of Geological Societies of
Yugoslavia, addressed the theme 'Orogeny, Magmatism and Metallogenesis in
Europe'. The meeting was attended by about 230 delegates of whom 60
geologists were from Yugoslavia, the majority of the rest being from eastern
and western European countries, with a number from farther afield including
the U.S.A. and Canada.
It is not hard to imagine how the old city of Dubrovnik (Ragusa of former
times) must have looked in the Middle Ages. Although much rebuilt after the
catastrophic earthquake on April 6th 1667 in which 5000 people perished, the
city has an air of timelessness and stability which belies the underlying potential
for crustal disturbances caused by microplate adjustment. Its buildings and
famous wall are all constructed out of local Cretaceous coral limestones, the
corals often picked out in the pavements smoothed by the seemingly endless
travels of citizens and tourists. Today, Dubrovnik must be awful in the height of
a hot summer with its constant stream of visitors but in the relatively cool and
occasional rainy days of October it was just perfect. It was all the more
frustrating therefore to be billeted in the concrete edifice otherwise known as
the Hotel Libertas, a modern construction cut into the coastal rocks in part of
the 'new' town. But this was where the conference was held and at least the
delegates were able to make an easy escape down to the beach and outdoor
pool when the lecture sessions began to get too heavy.

The Conference
Lectures were held in parallel in three halls and covered the following topics:
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Geodynamics through time
Magmatism
Metallogeny
Plate tectonics and modelling
Regional petrology
Ores in space (sic)
Regional tectonics
The Geological Map of the World (convened by the C.G.M.W.)
Neotectonics
Prospecting methods
Keynote addresses were presented by Victor Khain (Moscow University) on
Tectonics and Magmatism in Europe; Rex Davis (formerly of Imperial
College, London) on Metallogeny and Mineral Exploration·; Jean Aubouin
(President CGMW, Paris) on L'Ouest Pacifique comme modele orogenique;
and Milovan Markovic (Belgrade) on Neotectonics of Europe.
At the Opening Session, Norman Butcher (retiring Chairman of the
Bridging Committee) provided an interesting history of MEGS emphasising its
role in promoting geology throughout the whole of Europe. Replies and warm
words of welcome were given by a number of people including Mrs Simon ida
Marjanovic,President of the European Centre for Peace and Development, Dr
Lasica Mikhail, President of the Yugoslav Chamber of Economy, Mrs Grzetic,
representing the Socialist Alliance of the Working People of Yugoslavia and
Mr Palicevic on behalf of the City of Dubrovnik. Branislav Ciric of Geozavod,
Belgrade accepted Chairmanship of the Meeting and Bridging Committee and
there followed an impromptu performance of Rennaissance Music by the
Rennaissance Ensemble of Belgrade, a taste of a memorable concert which was
to be presented in the evening.
A selection of papers demonstrates the wide range of topics discussed.
Ruslan Volkov kicked off with an English translation of Alexander
Yanshin's (Vice President, Academy of Sciences USSR) speculative paper on
the appearance of life on earth. It discussed the effect on organic molecules of
variations in the geomagnetic field. Strong fields during the Archean may have
effected the reconstruction of non-biogenic organic molecules and the
development of assymmetrical structures. A further possibility exists that such
processes may be responsible for the development of new viruses today, eg
AIDS.
Victor Khain summarised the main tectonic events which have affected
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Europe since the Archean and outlined associated magmatic activity. The East
European craton was consolidated by 1.7 to 1.6 Ga (thousand million years
ago). Other events were identified as being the formation of oceanic basins
framed by riftogenous passive margins on the UraHan margin in the middle to
late Riphean, and their subsequent closure in the early Vendian; the opening of
Iapetus Ocean in the Ordovician and its closure in Silurian to Devonian times,
associated with Caledonian tectogenesis; the reopening of both the Atlantic
and the Tethys in the Jurassic and the Alpine Orogeny of Oligocene to Miocene
times. Dr Khain suggested that certain differences may be observed between
tectonic activity which occurred before and after the Early Proterozoic epoch,
but that since the Early Proterozoic the associations of magmatic series with
geodynamic environments are broadly similar to those of today.
Global mechanisms controlling tectonic movements were examined by
Leonid Levin (Ministry of Geology, USSR). He proposed that tectonic
movements were caused by the interaction of compaction and decompaction
belts in the upper mantle and lower crust which migrated through time. He
drew a direct correlation between thickness of the crust and its age, and
suggested that this contributed to the stratification of the lithosphere and to
horizontal movements.
Roland Gorbatschev (Lund University) discussed evidence for
Precambrian plate tectonics and compared the products of magmatism
between the Archean and later magmatic suites. He concluded that in the
Baltic Shield, in terms of the formation of new continental crust, the most
productive events took place along destructive plate margins at the interlace
between oceanic and continental plates, rather than in continent-continent
collisions. He proposed that the production of new continental crust by
magmatism has decreased with time and that magmatism associated with
Phanerozoic orogens arises principally from the remelting of original
continental crust.
Mark Markov (Academy of Sciences USSR) concluded that from 2.6 to
1.9 Ga extensive continental crust formation took place but that a distinct
change in heat flow and the nature of the crust took place at 1.9 Ga. He
suggested that traces of meteorite craters found in the Archean Shield indicate
that before this time plate tectonics was absent and that little reworking of the
original crust took place.
Rex Davis defined some excellent ground rules for the successful pursuit
of metallogeny and mineral exploration and demonstrated their application
with the aid of several non-European case studies. Key factors include sound
and unbiased field and laboratory observations and a critical appraisal of
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authoritarian concepts. Rex also noted that inconvenient facts should not be
swept under the carpet and that alternative genetic models should be tested.
Needless to say, the session on Regional Petrology was covered in the
main by 'local' geologists, subjects ranging from Upper Carboniferous granitic
magmatism of the Hungarian Velence Hills (Istvan Horvath, Hungarian
Geological Survey) to Metamorphic Sequences under the Peridotite of Borov
Vrh, Brezovica (Aleksandra Ciric, Belgrade).
Ores in Space turned out to be not so exotic as the title implied. The first
speaker failed to materialise but Fiori et al (Cagliari, Italy) gave an interesting
account of sulphides at the contact of Palaeozoic carbonates and Tertiary
andesitic volcanics in SW Sardinia. Country rock melting and hydrothermal
activity appears to have given rise to disseminated lead-zinc sulphides in the
carbonates and copper-iron sulphides in andesitic dykes.
The session on the Geological Map of the World was addressed by Olivier
Dottin, Commission de la Carte Geologique du Monde, Paris and Gottfried
Gabert, Bundesanstalt fur Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe, Hannover on
small scale geological maps of Europe. Dr Gabert also referred to the tentative
proposals for a Circum-Atlantic project utilising the available inventory of
geological and geophysical data of participating countries. It was envisaged
that thematic maps of oceanic-continental areas at a scale of 1:10M could be
prepared as well as maps illustrating successive stages of opening of the
Atlantic. No decisions had been taken on the project's place in the
Commission's list of priorities or (more important!) sources of funding.
Lectures were also given on the Tectonic Map of Europe by Victor Khain and
the Tectonic Map of Yugoslavia by Branimir Kocsec. The latter map depicts in
particular, lineaments and ring structures picked up on LANDSAT images. The
rings, some of which are up to 10km diameter, may be related to ore bodies and
oil and gas fields.
At the closing session, the Meeting ratified a revised constitution and
resolved, on the recommendation of the Bridging Committee, that the
organisation be named the Association of European Geological Societies. It
was further resolved that the AEGS should apply for affiliation to the
International Union of Geological Sciences (lUGS). It was recognised that this
action, together with the executive assistance offered by the Geological Society
of London in the organisation of future meetings, should assure the future of
the AEGS. In contrast to meetings of the European Union of Geosciences in
Strasbourg (which are attended in the main by delegates from the 20 mem\Jer
western countries of the Council of Europe) the meetings of the AEGS aim to
promote geology over all of Europe.
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At the invitation of Rogerio da Rocha (Portuguese Geological Society) it
was agreed that MEGS6 will be held in Lisbon in October 1990 on the theme, to
be decided, of either Alpine Sedimentation and Tectonics or The Opening'of
the Atlantic and associated Volcanism. Further meetings of the AEGS are
planned for Paris in 1991, Budapest in 1993 and Leningrad in 1995.

Excursions
Two post-meeting excursions were arranged: a five day field trip to the Central
Oinarides on Tectonics and Magmatism led by Mladen Mojicevic, Vidojko
Jovic and Aleksandra Ciric, and a seven day tour examining Metallogenic
Provinces in Yugoslavia. It could be said of both that too much time was spent
on coaches and not enough devoted to the geology but the overall impressions
of spectacular scenery and its relation to the geology will remain as lasting
memories.
The five-day excursion on which the Edinburgh party outnumbered the
Russians took participants across the barren and inhospitable landscape of the
Haut Karst. An interesting accompanying booklet on the geology of
Yugoslavia by Branislav Ciric referred to the evocative statements of Pierre
Loti who described the karst terrain as 'Une mer petrifiee! Un site lunaire! Un
paysage dans une planete morte!' En route to the Sutjeska Canyon, we drove
across the Neogene basin of Gacko, filled with coal (lignite )-bearing lacustrine
sediments. Coal is worked here principally for electricity generation. Probably
the most amazing scenery of the excursion was encountered in the Sutjeska
Canyon, a precipitous gorge exposing the front of the massive Ourmitor
Nappe. Here, the folded flysch deposits of Upper Jurassic to Upper Cretaceous
age are overthrust by Triassic limestones. The journey continued, following the
River Orina, a big tributary of the Danube, through tunnels and across
overhangs the construction of which appear to make the building of the new A9
a piece of cake! This is Partisan country and evidence of the great man, Tito and
of battles with the Germans in World War II is everywhere to be seen. At dusk
we arrived at Vise grad where a walk over 'the Bridge on the Orina', made
famous by Ivo Andric, author of a novel of the same name, concluded the first
day's activities. Our destination, however, in the Zlatibor Mountains lay many
kilometres away: that day we travelled for 12 hours.
The scenic contrast of the following morning was dramatic. At Zlatibor
where we spent two nights, the hills have rounded tops and smooth slopes and
are formed of serpentinised peridotite. An examination of the ophiolitic
sequence above Cajetina was followed by a visit to a magnesite vein network
deposit exploited at Oraglica. The next day saw the excursion follow the Orina
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generally in a downstream direction. A visit was made to the birthplace of Vuk
Karadzic (1787), at Trsic, near Loznica; he laid the foundations of the modem
literary language and grammar of the Serbs based on the speech of the people.
We crossed the River Drina, which divides Bosnia from Serbia, at Zvornik.
A cloudy morning followed by torrential rain in the afternoon and evening
failed to spoil our enjoyment of the bauxite miners' hospitality at Vlasenica.
The bauxite is found as a sedimentary deposit locally covered by Upper
Cretaceous or Neogene sediments and has been extensively mined by opencast
methods and exported to the USSR and other eastern block countries. Annual
extraction has reduced from 1.5 million tons in the period 1982-84 to 1.25
million tons in 1986. We arrived in Sarajevo in driving rain but spot lights of the
football stadium were clearly visible and we later learnt that Northern Ireland
had been thrashed 3-01 A coach trip in the rain next day through the minaretfilled city provided a tantalising glimpse of its intriguing past. Was this really
where the 'War to end all Wars' started? Later during this final day of the
excursion we returned to Dubrovnik through karst country via Mostar, where
the Turkish influence is not hard to find, and then southwards along the coast
which as readers of Arthur Holmes' Physical Geology will recall is a classic
example of a 'Pacific' (drowned) coastline.
Memories of MEGS5 and Dubrovnik will be longlasting. Not the least of
all our adventures was the marvellous incident when late in the day and
'stranded' with his companions on the small island of Lokrum off the
Dubrovnik coast, a former President of the Edinburgh Geological Society had
to explain to a park keeper, who understood little English that he was a British
citizen born in Chichester ........ We thank most warmly our kind hosts in
particular Branislav Ciric and the excursion leaders, and look forward, one
day, to meeting them again.
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STRANGE EARTH, No.4
Bill Baird
Royal Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh
In size and location the Geysir just to the southwest of Gunna Springs in the
Reykjanes peninsula of southwest Iceland was not out of the ordinary. It lay at
an altitude of 20 metres above and 1350 metres from the sea in an area where
there were several other hot springs and geysirs. In 1927 it had a regular period
of 15 minutes and threw boiling water and steam between 3 and 6 metres in the
air at each eruption. It was the nature of this water which was astounding, it was
pure sea water, making this geysir a unique phenomenon in the natural world.
Unfortunately the active life of the geysir was short and by 1937 geysir activity
had ceased leaving only a continuously boiling pot. The theoretical conditions
which could have caused the sea water geysir are discussed by Tom F. W.
Barth, 1942 'Some unusual groundwater phenomena in Iceland.' Saertrykk av
Norsk. Geografisk Tidsskrift, B. 9, H.4, 158-172.

STRANGE EARTH, No.5
Lake Tanganyika is 450 miles long, 45 miles wide and 4,700 feet deep. Its
nearest point to the sea, as the crow flies, is 600 miles from the Indian Ocean
but the route its waters actually take is by a tributary of the Congo to the
Atlantic. The surface of the lake is at 2,535 feet above sea level and may have
stood at 4,000 feet in the recent geological past.
Many creatures of a marine type such as jelly fish, crabs, prawns and
gastropods, whose only living relatives are in the oceans, live in Lake
Tanganyika. It has been suggested by Moore, 1898 that the zoological evidence
shows a connection of the lake with the sea. Even more puzzling, is the fact that
the other lakes of the rift valley to the north and south do not contain any of the
halolimnic organisms of the Lake Tanganyika fauna. The full details of this
fauna are given in "On the Zoological Evidence for the Connection of Lake
Tanganyika with the Sea" by J .E.S. Moore, 1898, in Proceedings of the Royal
Society of London , Vol. 62, p. 451-458.
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A ROGART DITTY
Andrew McMillan and Bill Baird
Edinburgh
Composed on the spur of the moment by Andrew McMillan with assistance
from Bill Baird on the occasion of the End of Field Excursion Party of the
Edinburgh Geological Society, 22 May 1987.
Sunday dawned with dampness faIling,
But with Wally there's no stalling:
Rogart's Complex was a sight,
Our aim to prove that Soper's right.
His map was from his PhD,
It hasn't much topography.
Contacts were not always followed;
We in Achuaine hybrids wallowed.
Monday brought conglomerate fans;
Soon to Golspie convoy sped,
Dunrobin Castle came in sight
While others looked for an ammonite.
The Castle was as cold as stone
and mounted crocodiles made us groan.
Lunch was taken at the Broch
where was one man and his dogch.
Thence to Brora, coal to win:
Alas, for us the tide was in.
The evening party was a treat:
Enough to drink, a cake to eat.
Tuesday's drive to fair Caithness,
Passed through Wick town toiletless.
Caithness Flags commenced the trip,
Where we measured strike and dip.
At Duncansby the wind was strong.
Then on to John O'Groats on song.
A trip to Camster took us back
Two thousand years and up a track.
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Wednesday at the fallen stack
Proved trying for the wind was back.
Things improved by afternoon;
Lothbeg sandstone made us swoon!
Walking on the railway track
Had us looking for' and back.
Alit na Cuile was difficult going:
Jungle undergrowth was slowing.
Thursday was a cloudy day.
To Dunnet first we made our way.
Upper Old Red, some upended,
Clardon Head was a 'mazing place,
Suncracks everywhere, hard to face.
Achanarras proved successful:
Dipterus fossils by the bagful.
Others travelled far and wide
Finding scyelite, boiled and fried.
Friday proved the finest day,
By Kintradwell made our way.
Navigation let us down
In Navigale, that mighty town!
Cries of 'Early coffee now'
Stopped by Wally's earnest vow:
'First the beach and then your chow!'
Jet and corals in the van,
Upstream we trekked with sieve and pan:
Kildonan's golden promise waned:
Capaldi's ice cream parlour claimed,
We fled at last down Lothbeg road
And home to Rogart with our load.
For the record the Strontian Hammer citation was as follows:
To John Laxton in recognition of services to Wards for driving to distraction
with due care and speed at all times and for preserving half an exhaust pipe.
Others can be said to have driven to the relief of those beleaguered but John
drove to maintain the beleaguerment of those unrelieved.
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The only other award made this year was to Ian Hogarth for services to Mr
Capaldi and for maintaining the economy of Brora.
Quotes of the week included:
'I couldn't fit the whole toilet roll in my pocket' and
'There might not be any gold in this river but Tim's in it'
Note: 'dogch': pidgin Gaelic for canine assistant.
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